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The data itself can be found here:  
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Column Title Description 

A DocketNo Docket number (typically yy-xxxxx) 

B LongTitle  

C ShortTitle  

D Status Signed Opinion;  
Aff’d 4-4; 
Dismissed (if case was ever scheduled for oral 
arguments); 
Summary Reversal 

E Court Court below 

F Docket Paid (if DocketNo 1-5000); 
IFP (if DocketNo >5001); 
Original 

G Juris Source of the Court’s jurisdiction: 
 Appeal; 
 Certiorari; 
 Original 

H Below Court below: 
 Original; 
 US Court of Appeals; 
 State; 
 Three-Judge District Court 

I Nature Nature of the case: 
 Civil; 
 Criminal; 
 Habeas; 
 Original 

J-O URLs URLs for relevant case information: docket page, 
questions presented sheet, transcript, audio (mp3), 
opinion, SCOTUSblog page 



 

 

Column Title Description 

P-U Links Active hyperlinks to relevant case information: docket 
page, questions presented sheet, transcript, audio 
(mp3), opinion, SCOTUSblog page 

V DateGranted Date the Supreme Court granted certiorari, noted 
probable jurisdiction, postponed the determination of 
jurisdiction, or set an original case for oral arguments 

W PTW Notes where a case appeared as a Petition to Watch on 
SCOTUSblog prior to being granted. Available 
identifiers: 
 PTW 
 MISS 
 IFP 
 Conflict 

X Recused  

Y DateArgued  

Z Sitting Notes the oral argument sitting during which a case was 
heard. Sittings often cross over into different calendar 
months. 

AA Grant-Arg The number of days between DateGranted (V) and 
DateArgued (Y) 

AB-AI Advocates Advocates who argued before the Court and their 
respective states. Occasionally an advocate, usually from 
the Office of the Solicitor General, would appear without 
a clearly designated position. Judgment calls were made 
to assign them a more conventional argument position. 

AJ FirstQuestioner Notes which Justice spoke first during each oral 
argument 

AK TotalQs The total number of “questions” asked during oral 
arguments. The number of “questions” per argument is 
simply the number of times a given Justice’s name 
appears in the argument transcript in capital letters. 
Chief Justice Roberts’ total is adjusted to discount his 
routine administrative comments. 

AL-AT Individual 
Justice Qs 

The number of questions asked by each Justice during 
oral argument 



 

 

Column Title Description 

AU R Sequential number assigned by the Reporter of 
Decisions after the particular case was issued.  

AV DateDisposed Notes the date of an opinion or dismissal 

AW Arg-Opinion The number of days between DateArgued (Y) and 
DateDismissed (AV) 

AX Author Author of the majority or plurality opinion 

AY-BB Concurring 
Opinions 

Authors of any concurring opinions 

BC-BF Dissenting 
Opinions 

Authors of any dissenting opinions 

BG Vote  

BH AdjVote Vote (BG) adjusted to simulate participation of all nine 
Justices 

BI Divided Notes whether the case was unanimous or divided based 
solely on whether there was a dissenting opinion 

BJ Judgment Notes whether a case was affirmed or reversed. This 
category considers a reversing judgment and a vacating 
judgment as the same. 

BK-BS Individual 
Justice Votes 

Notes whether a given Justice voted to affirm or reverse, 
or whether that Justice was recused 

BT-DC Full Agreement Notes whether two Justices agreed in full, meaning that 
they agreed in the judgment and on all parts of the same 
opinions 

DD-EM Partial 
Agreement 

Notes whether two Justices agreed in the judgment and 
at least one part of the same opinion 

EN-FW Agreement in 
Full, in part, or in 

Judgment only 

Notes whether two Justices agreed in the judgment 

 


